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System Design



Growth and waste in the apparel industry

China's clothing market retail sales

2.4% of the world's 
arable land

Consume 2.6% of the world's 
water consumption

Consume 16% of the 
world's pesticides

Processing

15% recycled, but not enough for huge 
clothing production

20,000 liters of water 1kg cotton thread T-shirts, jeans

Cleaning polyester fabricsproduced by printing

ExhaustsWastewater 500,000 tons per year

Microplastics can escape sewage treatment 
systems and enter natural water bodies

20% of the world's water pollution comes from 
clothing and textile printing and dyeing.

world oil consumption 1/4 of petroleum products in the world are used to 
make synthetic fibers such as polyester and nylon

Landfill

Recycling

Incineration

Reasons for discarding clothes

Dislike
26％

Can not wear

32％

Inappropriate

42％

Planting of cotton

Making of clothes

+

+

Treatment of general textile waste
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Synthetic fibers such as polyester take 
200 years to fully degrade and continue 
to release dyes in the process, harming 
the environment

Produces toxic and harmful gases

Background of the project
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User Journey Map

Organizing
clothes

Choosing a way to 
dispose of old clothes

Which is the more convenient 
way to handle

Which treatment makes more 
sense

Time spent

Clothes selection

Old clothes packing Find a neighborhood clothing collection site
or community recycling bins Bring your old clothes to the recycling station

Clothes classification

Clothes storage

In process After treatment

Discard

Take your clothes to the recycling binSearch for recycling sites

User 
Emotions

Behavior
Analysis

User 
Objective 
Behavior

Stages

Pain
Points

Opportunity

Waiting for pick-up of clothes Sending clothesContact CourierIdentify donation 
locations

Long journey back

The return journey time takes a long time

Throwing away old clothes to 
save time

Insufficient understanding of 
donation recovery routes

Insufficient understanding of 
environmental pollution from 
textiles

Making clothing recycling more fun Establish a professional clothing recycling platform to provide users with personalized recycling plans

Make clothing collection more convenient, with staff picking up clothing at your door

Cover the cost of sending clothes

Coaching on the transformation of 
used clothes

Popularization of the environmental 
impact of textiles

Users cannot track the subsequent use 
of sent clothing

Provide timely feedback to users on the 
whereabouts and use of clothing

The process of 
sorting and storing 
clothes is tedious

Find packing tools

Agencies accepting 
clothing donations are 
difficult to contact

Search for charity organizations
Organizations waiting to receive 
clothing donations

Communicate 
with the courier 
and agree on a 
pick-up time

Unable to leave while 
waiting for the courier 
to come to the door

Pay Shipping

Need to communicate 
with the courier to 
agree on the pick-up 
time

Longer waiting time 
during peak hours

Shipping costs to 
be paid by yourself

Long journey

Large amount of clothing handling hard

Recycling sites are not managed and are used as 
dumpsters or clothing piles

Few recycling sites

Recycling sites are not clearly marked on 
the map

Return trip

Access to logistics information
Recycling
Donation

Return trip

Continuous attention to logistics information



Prefer to throw clothes in the trash 
rather than struggle to get them into 
the recycling bin

No secondary use of old clothes

Don't know how to donate and 
recycle clothes
Lack of understanding of the 
environmental problems caused by 
textiles
Low motivation to recycle clothes

The social acceptance of used 
clothing is low

Fabric reuse is difficult

Sending clothes to recycling stations is 
a cumbersome process

Some of the fast fashion clothing prices 
are lower

Lack of guidance

Low knowledge of garment recycling
Fewer or no explicit benefits from 
clothing recycling

Conduct easy-to-understand recycling 
knowledge

Create a clothing recycling reward 
mechanism to add fun

Simplify the clothing recycling 
process

Conduct a tutorial on clothing reuse

Help users to classify clothing 
materials and take different treat-
ments for old clothes of different 
materials (e.g. decorations, pet 
supplies, etc. to sell at low prices)

Psychological barriers for users (infec-
tious diseases, etc.)

Mixed species, difficult and costly fiber 
extraction

Awareness

Behavior

Environment

Main pain points and solutions
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{

{

Pain Points Reason Solution



System Map

Products made from old clothes

Newer clothing

Craft workers

Retired workers, people with disabilities
 and other low-income people

Process class 
workers

Logistics company

Public Interest Organizations Poverty-stricken areas

Re -Clothes app Services Provided 

Uploading and storing data 

Inquiry 

Clothing Donation

According to fill in the address
Collection of clothing donations

Provide 

DevelopersCloud

Service Flow

Information Flow

Money Flow

Clothes flow

Buy recycled fiber

工资

Scientific Knowledge

Recycling Process

Clothes recycling Workshops Recruitment 

User

Textile factory

Customer Service

Recycling plant

Third Party Payment Tools

Offline：

Aggregation and organization

Learn how to reuse textiles

Experience DIY Workshop

Documenting history and 

contributions

Online：

Job Selection

Clothes recycling classification

Clothes recycling and 

reprocessing

(finishing, disinfection, etc.)

Product Production

(material package making, 

handmade product making)

Purpose of recycling

Purchase of products made from 

used clothing

My Contribution

Customer Service Inquiry



Service system effect

Get Address

Door-to-door pickup

Other user participation

Secondary 

Fiber Factory

Home ProductsPoverty-stricken areas

Pet Supplies
DIY material kit

Online Shop

Online Shop

Make an appointment to collect at your home

User
Users can recycle their clothes at home by 
logging in and filling out the information, 
and will be rewarded with points to initiate 
workshops and share their experiences in 
transforming old textiles.
You can also redeem gifts in the mall.

Pick up used clothes 
from users' homes and 
deliver them to the 
factory, making the whole 
process more efficient.

Public Carefulness

Sustainability

Convenience

Logistics 

Recycling 
Classify and make 
a series of products

For people with disabilities, 
retired middle-aged and 
elderly people, etc., so that 
they can obtain secondary 
employment opportunities

Get Job Postings

User Initiated

Newer clothing

Recycle Factory Recruitment

WorkshopsEmployment



Life issues

Use of APP

Secondary 
employment

Storyboard

Interesting 
job postings 
on this app!

Easy access to 
a post-retire-
ment job!

Coco likes to buy a 
lot of clothes.

Coco organizes her clothes and makes an appointment on 
the APP for door-to-door recycling

The courier came to pick up the clothes, the mobile phone 
received payment and points, and achieved environmental 

protection achievements

Cocoa came to the workshop in the afternoon Coco made pet supplies for her 
cat at workshop

Cocoa found the 
whereabouts of 
recycled clothes 

in the APP

After Grandma Li retires, she 
hopes to find a part-time job 

to subsidize her family.

Grandma Li saw recruit-
ment information for the 
elderly and vulnerable 

groups on the APP

Grandma Li began to 
work in the factory to 
transform old clothes

While waiting for the courier, Coco placed an order for a 
product transformed from old clothes in the APP mall

Coco found an old clothes remodeling workshop 
nearby in the afternoon, and he signed up

Until his closet is full.He 
wants to send the clothes 

for recycling.

But he can't find the 
recycling point.

He had to throw the old 
clothes in the trash.

Later, the community has a 
clothing recycling station.

But he didn't know 
where the clothes 

were going.



Re-colthes ICON Design Description:

Appearance composition of ICON: The 

overall appearance of the pattern part 

is the image of a hanger, highlighting 

the characteristics of the APP; at the 

same time, the circular arrow logo is 

integrated to represent the environ-

mental protection and sustainability of 

clothing utilization.

RE-CLOTHES

APP design



APP Information Architecture Diagram

CommunityShopping MallHome

Make a home appointment

Knowledge dissemination

Environmental hazards 
of textiles

Recycling guidance

Job Type

Cumulative contribution Old textile transformation share

Add to share

Cumulative contribution

Common Address Settings

All orders

My Points

About Us

like

Pet Supplies

Product Reviews

Purchase Products

Home Products

Workshop Projects

Transformation of old 
things to share cards

Nearby Workshops

Star Products

Employment

ep1

ep2

ep3

Mine

Product Categories

Product Details

Product Price

Workshop Initiation

Participate in the workshop

Share the experience of 
transforming old textiles

Registration

Login

Phone number / Login password / Confirmation password

Verification Information
Account number/Password

Re-Cloths

回收信息填写

In-progress orders 
(order status)

Completed Orders

Workshop collections

Products collections

Collection

Achievement Badge

My Orders

My Workshops

Common Address

Personal Settings



APP page display

Front page Workshop



APP page display

Shop Mine
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Material Pack Design

step1

step2

step3

step5

step4

Material 
package

degradable resin

degradable resin waste fabric

Silicone mold

Silicone mold

Open the material pack.

Take some scrap fabric or clothing and cut a small 
piece and shred it.

Prepare!
small pot

small amount of water

stick

step10

step6

step7

step8

step9

Heat the pot over low heat.

When the degradable resin is transparent, 
take it out, be careful of hot hands!

Use a small stick to pound the mixture (dipped 
in a little cold water to prevent it from sticking) 
to prevent voids and air bubbles.

Demoulding and auxiliary materials such as ear 
hooks become small accessories.

Finish!

Random auxiliary materials 
such as ear hook necklaces

+

Repeat step 7.8.9 until the resin and the cloth 
mixture are completely melted and can fill the 
entire mold. Take the mold out of the pot, be 
careful not to burn your hands!Cool at room 
temperature or place in cold water to speed 
up cooling.

Put the resin and cloth into the mold, the effect 
of mixing and unmixing is different, and the 
effect of mixing and unmixing is different. Add 
different amounts of cloth according to personal 
preference.

Put an appropriate amount of water in the 
pot (preferably lower than the height of 
the mold), and put the mold filled with the 
material into the pot.

Then add a small amount of resin particles 
into the mold, and continue to put it into 
the pot and heat it on a low heat


